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MASTER WIRELESS USE LICENSE AGREEMENT 
 

BETWEEN 
 

CLARK COUNTY 
 

and 
 

BELL ATLANTIC MOBILE SYSTEMS LLC, D/B/A VERIZON WIRELESS 
 
 
THIS MASTER WIRELESS USE LICENSE AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is made and 
entered into on December 7, 2021 (the “Effective Date”), by and between Clark County, a political 
subdivision of the State of Nevada, (“County”), and Bell Atlantic Mobile Systems LLC, d/b/a 
Verizon Wireless, duly created, organized, and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State 
of Delaware (“Licensee”). 
 

RECITALS 
 

WHEREAS, the County is the owner of Municipal Facilities that are necessary in the 
performance of its governmental functions; and 

 
WHEREAS, the Licensee proposes to furnish communications services in various areas 

within which the County has Municipal Facilities, and desires to place and maintain wireless 
communications facilities and equipment on or in the County’s Municipal Facilities in the Rights -
of-Way of the County throughout the County’s unincorporated boundaries; and 

 
WHEREAS, the County’s Municipal Facilities have limited capacity for access and use 

by others for attachments to provide communications services; and 
 

WHEREAS, the County’s governmental functions have first priority over all other 
competing uses of Clark County’s Municipal Facilities; and 
 

WHEREAS, the County is responsible for safeguarding the integrity of its Municipal 
Facilities, recovering the County’s costs for the use of the County’s infrastructure through 
collection of fees and other charges, and ensuring compliance with all applicable federal, state and 
local laws, rules and regulations, ordinances, standards and policies; and 

 
WHEREAS, the Licensee wishes to utilize the County’s Municipal Facilities and public 

Rights-of-Way to operate its communications system; and 
 
WHEREAS, the County is willing to permit the placement of said Licensee’s facilities 

and equipment on or in Clark County’s Municipal Facilities and Type 4 New Smart Poles, as 
defined in Chapter 5.02 of the Clark County Code, where such use will not interfere with the 
County’s governmental functions, or the lawful use of the County’s facilities by others, and only 
under the terms and restrictions imposed herein, and upon payment by the Licensee of the 
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consideration hereinafter set out; and 
 
WHEREAS, the parties intend that this Agreement shall replace and supersede all previous 

wireless communications use agreements between the parties upon the Effective Date of this 
Agreement; 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and 
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto covenant and agree as follows: 
 
 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 
 

1. DEFINITIONS 
 

Definitions of terms in this Master Wireless Use License Agreement shall be the 
same as those definitions listed in Clark County Code Chapter 5.02 and Chapter 
6.12 as amended from time to time. 

 
2. MASTER WIRELESS USE LICENSE AGREEMENT DURATION, 

CONDITIONS, EXTENSION 
 

(A) This Agreement, which supersedes and replaces the Wireless Use License 
Agreement dated December 1, 2015 and any amendments and extensions 
that have been approved, shall be non-exclusive, and except as otherwise 
provided in an incentive agreement, shall be in force and effect from the 
Effective Date until December 7, 2031, unless it is earlier terminated by 
either party in accordance with the provisions herein, or is superseded by a 
subsequent agreement. If the Licensee notifies the County Manager twenty-
four (24) months prior to the expiration of this Agreement that it wishes to 
renew or extend this Agreement, and the Licensee has substantially complie d 
with the terms of the Agreement and the County Code, the Licensee and the 
County agree to work together on a renewal or extension of this Agreement. 
A list of the Existing SLAs is attached hereto as Exhibit “A.”  
 

(B) The Licensee shall be subject to all applicable requirements of County 
ordinances, rules, regulations, and specifications hereafter enacted or 
established provided that such ordinances are not in violation of any State or 
Federal law, rule, or regulation. The Agreement shall at all times comply 
with applicable Federal, State and local laws, rules and regulations 
concerning the provision of Telecommunications Services, including all 
applicable Federal Communications Commission and Public Utilit y 
Commission of Nevada rules, regulations, and orders that apply to the 
Licensee. In the event of any conflict between the provisions in Titles 5, 6 or 
30 of the Clark County Code, as amended from time to time, and any 
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provisions of this Agreement, the provisions of the Code shall control. 
 

(C)  Except as otherwise provided by applicable law: (1) the Licensee shall not 
permit use by other persons of its facilities located in County rights-of- way, 
including but not limited to the use by other persons who are required to 
obtain a business license, Master Wireless License Agreement, Franchise or 
Rights-of-Way License Agreement from the County for such use, unless and 
until the other persons obtain such licenses, agreements or franchises; and 
(2) the Licensee shall not permit another Master Wireless Licensee to install 
its own facilities in, on, under, along or above the Licensee’s facilities unless 
the other Master Wireless Licensee would be in compliance with the spacing 
requirements in the County Code.  

 
(D) The Licensee shall be responsible for the maintenance and upkeep of any of 

the Licensee's facilities and equipment installed pursuant to this Agreement. 
The Licensee agrees to provide to the Department of Public Works a 
response as to the resolution of any complaints regarding any maintena nce 
or upkeep issues that have been received and submitted by the Department 
to the Licensee.  

 
(E) If this Agreement is extended as provided in an Incentive Agreement, and the 

County terminates the Incentive Agreement, the term of this Agreement shall 
not expire until the end of the extended period as if the Incentive Agreement was 
not terminated.  
 

 
3. LICENSEE'S WORK IN COUNTY RIGHTS-OF-WAY 

 
The Licensee shall, in the installation, construction, operation, maintenance , 
reconstruction, removal, relocation or abandonment of its facilities and equipme nt 
in the County's Rights-of-Way, comply with all applicable provisions of Clark 
County Code Titles 5 and 6, the improvement standards adopted in Title 30, as set 
forth and hereafter amended, and the "Uniform Standard Specifications for Off -
Site Construction, Clark County Area" (latest edition) as adopted by the County 
Commission. 

 
4. REMAIN IN PLACE FACILITIES  

 
Remain in Place Facilities are facilities consisting of only subterranean conduit 
without cable or wiring that: 
 
(A) The Licensee owns or may own; 
(B) Exists as of the date of this Agreement and includes those that may be 

established in the future; 
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(C) Are located in the County rights-of-way; 
(D) Are not in service and are no longer being used; and 
(E) The Licensee intends to remain in their existing place. 
 
The Licensee agrees that the Remain in Place Facilities are allowed to remain in place 
subject to all applicable laws, regulations, standards and specifications, whether 
federal, state or local. 
 
The Licensee and the County agree that the Remain in Place Facilities are not 
abandoned under Clark County Code Chapter 5.02, and, with respect to Remain in 
Place Facilities only, this provision supersedes the provisions relating to abandonment 
even after termination or expiration of the Agreement. 
 
Should the Licensee allow for its Remain in Place Facilities to remain in place in the 
County rights-of-way, and such facilities interfere with existing or future County 
improvement(s) or work, as solely determined by the County, the Licensee hereby 
consents to the removal and disposal, as solely determined by the County, of the 
interfering Remain in Place Facilities by the County or its contactor. The Licensee 
disclaims its interest in the Remain in Place Facilities and releases the County and its 
contractors from all claims related to the removal and disposal of the Remain in Place 
Facilities. This provision supersedes expiration or termination of the Agreement. 
 
For any facilities that are not Remain in Place Facilities, as defined herein, the 
provisions of Clark County Code Chapter 5.02 apply. 
 
The Licensee agrees to comply with all conditions of County-issued encroachment 
permits and/or County-approved plans relating to any given Remain in Place 
Facilities. The Licensee agrees to continue to maintain record of the Remain in place 
Facilities currently mapped and/or known. From the effective date of this Agreement, 
the License agrees to map and maintain record of all future Remain in Place Facilities. 
Said information shall be provided to the County in accordance with the provisions of 
Chapter 5.02 of the Clark County Code or as otherwise requested by the County. 
 

5. LICENSE PAYMENTS AND FEES 
 

The Licensee shall make all payments and fees assessed in accordance with Clark 
County Code Chapter 5.02 and Chapter 6.12, as amended from time to time. 
Wireless Site License Fees that have been paid prior to the Effective Date of this 
Agreement shall be due for renewal on those sites on July 1, 2022, at the amounts 
stipulated in Chapter 5.02 of the County Code. The Wireless Site License Fees for 
any Site License Approvals issued as of and subsequent to the Effective Date of 
this Agreement shall be due at the time they are issued and paid according to and 
at the amounts stipulated in Chapter 5.02 of the County Code.  
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6. INCENTIVE AGREEMENTS 
 
The County Manager is authorized to negotiate incentive agreements with the 
Licensee pursuant to the applicable provisions in Clark County Code Chapter 5.02 
and subject to the approval of the County Commission. The incentive agreements 
negotiated by the County Manager and approved by the County Commission may alter 
the compensation and fees contained in Clark County Code Chapters 5.02 and 
Chapter 6.12 and the duration of this Agreement. 
 
An incentive agreement may be used to incentivize the development of wireless 
communications facilities in a manner which is in the County's public interest or 
in locations determined by the County, in the County's sole discretion, to be an 
area that is underserved or lacking dependable and consistent wireless 
communications services for use by the public. 
 
An incentive agreement may also modify the wireless site license fee in 
conjunction with a capital contribution by the Licensee to compensate the County 
for acquisition of Type 5 Multicarrier Smart Poles, as defined in Chapter 5.02 of 
the County Code, to accommodate the Licensee’s wireless communicat ions 
facilities.  
 
In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between the terms of an incentive 
agreement and this Agreement, the terms of the incentive agreement shall control.  
 

7. REVOCATION AND PENALTIES 
 

(A) The County Commission shall have the right to revoke and terminate this 
Agreement, in addition to any other rights or remedies set forth in this 
Agreement or provided by law, pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 5.02 of the 
Clark County Code.  
  

(B) If the County finds that the Licensee has failed to comply with any of the 
conditions or obligations imposed by this Agreement or any applicable 
provision of the Clark County Code, the Licensee will be entitled to notice 
and an opportunity to cure pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 5.02 of the 
Clark County Code.  

 
(C) In addition to the grounds for revocation set forth in the applicable sections 

of Clark County Code Titles 5 and 6, this Agreement may be revoked if, after 
providing notice, a reasonable opportunity to cure of at least thirty (30) days 
after notice, and an opportunity to be heard, the County Commission finds 
that the Licensee failed to comply with the provisions of this Agreement. 
The Licensee shall remove all of its wireless communications facilities from 
the Municipal Facilities and public Rights-of-Way within sixty (60) days 
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after the date this Agreement is revoked. 

8. TRANSFER AND ASSIGNMENTS

The terms and conditions for transfer and assignment of Master Wireless Use
License Agreements pursuant to the applicable sections of Clark County Code
Chapter 5.02, as amended from time to time, shall apply to this Agreement.

9. INDEMNIFICATION

The Licensee shall indemnify, hold harmless, and defend the County, its officers
and employees in accordance with the indemnification provisions of the
applicable sections of Clark County Code Chapter 5.02.

10. INSURANCE AND SECURITY FOR PERFORMANCE

(A) The Licensee shall secure, maintain and provide certification of all insurance
coverages in the amounts, kinds and form required pursuant to the applica ble 
sections of Clark County Code Chapter 5.02 prior to commencement of any 
work in the County's Rights-of-Way. 

(B) The Licensee shall provide to the Director of Business License security for 
performance pursuant to the applicable sections of Clark County Code 
Chapter 5.02 in the amount of Seventy-Five Thousand and 00/100 Dollars 
($75,000.00). The Licensee hereby grants the County authorization to deduct 
assessed penalties and late charges, if any, pursuant to Section 6 of this 
Agreement and the applicable sections of Clark County Code Chapters 5.02 
and 6.12, from such security deposit. 

11. RIGHTS RESERVED TO COUNTY

The County does hereby expressly reserve its rights, powers and authorit ies
pursuant to the applicable sections of Clark County Code Titles 5 and 6, as may
be amended. The County expressly reserves the right to amend this Agreement by
amendment to the Clark County Code to the maximum extent permitted by law.

12. AMENDMENTS

Except as otherwise provided in Section 11 above, this Agreement may only be 
amended by written agreement between the Parties, subject to the approval 
of the County Commission.

13. SEVERABILITY

If any provision, section, paragraph, sentence, clause or phrase of this Agreement
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is for any reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional, in part or whole, by any 
court, agency, commission, legislative body, or other authority of competent 
jurisdiction, such invalidity or unconstitutionality shall be deemed a separate, 
distinct portion, and not affect the validity of the remaining portions of this 
Agreement. It is the intent of the Licensee in requesting this Agreement and of the 
County Commission in approving this Agreement that no portion or provision 
thereof shall become inoperative or fail by reason of any invalidity or 
unconstitutionality of any portion of provision, and to this end all provisions of 
the Agreement are declared to be severable.  
 

14. GIFTS 
 

No officer or employee of the Licensee shall offer to any officer or employee of 
the County, either directly or indirectly, any rebate, contribution, gift, money, 
service without charge, or other thing of value whatsoever, except where given 
for the use and benefit of the County or political campaign contributions that 
comply with applicable federal, state and local laws. 

 
15. EMERGENCY RESPONSE 

 
(A) Response Time.  In the event of an Emergency in which the County’s Munic ipa l 

Facilities that the Licensee is attached to is damaged for any reason and by any 
cause, the County will turn off power and make safe the pole. The Licensee 
shall have a technician or other designated representative at the location of the 
damage within eight (8) hours of the damage to assist in assessment and/or 
repair of the damage.  

 
(B) Emergency Contacts. The following are the designated Emergency Contacts for 

each of the parties. Either party will notify the other of an emergency as soon 
as the emergency is discovered. The parties agree to provide thirty (30) days 
prior written notification to any change to the emergency contacts listed. 

 
 
Licensee: 
 

Telephone No.:   Network Operations Center - 800-264-6620  
   
County: 
 

Contact:   Clark County Public Works Department  
Telephone No.:   (702) 455-6000  
E-mail address:   intheworks@c larkcountynv.gov 
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16. NOTICE 
 

All notices, demands, requests, consents, approvals or other communicat ions 
required or permitted to be given hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed 
sufficiently given either when personally delivered, or sent by certified mail return 
receipt requested, or faxed with proof of transmission followed by mailing, 
addressed as indicated below. The Licensee shall notify the County's Director of 
Business License of any change of address with ten (10) working days of such 
occurrence. Failure to provide notification, and any resulting delay in receipt of 
notice, shall not excuse the Licensee from any obligation imposed by the 
Agreement, nor shall it serve as cause for reduction or removal of any restriction 
or penalty imposed by the County. 

 
If to the Licensee: 
Bell Atlantic Mobile Systems LLC, 
d/b/a Verizon Wireless 
180 Washington Valley Road 
Bedminster, New Jersey 07921 
Attention: Network Real Estate 
Site: Clark County MLA 
 
If to the County: 
Director of Business License Clark County 
500 S. Grand Central Pkwy., 3rd Floor  
PO Box 551810 
Las Vegas, NV 89155-1810 
 

17. PUBLIC PURPOSE 
 

All the regulations provided in this Agreement are hereby declared to be for a 
public purpose and the health, safety and welfare of the general public. Any 
member of the governing body of County official or employee charged with the 
enforcement of this Agreement, acting for the County in the discharge of his/he r 
duties, shall not thereby render himself/herself personally liable; and he/she is 
hereby relieved from all personal liability for any damage that might accrue to 
persons or property as a result of any act required or permitted in the discharge of 
said duties. Neither the County nor the Licensee by accepting this Agreement 
waives its rights to seek all appropriate legal and equitable remedies as allowed 
by law upon violation of the terms of this Agreement, including seeking injunct ive 
relief in a court of competent jurisdiction. 

18. RELOCATION OF FACILITIES 
 

(A) REMOVAL AND RELOCATION. The Licensee will be responsible for the 
cost of removal or relocation of its facilities or equipment in Rights-of- Wa y 
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in accordance with applicable provisions of Chapters 5.02 and 6.12 and Title 
30 of the Clark County Code. 
 

(B) PRIOR RIGHTS; COST FOR RELOCATION. Notwithstanding any  other 
provision of this Agreement, if the County requires the Licensee to relocate 
any of its facilities or equipment located in the Rights-of-Way in which the 
Licensee has demonstrated in accordance with this Subsection B that it had 
a valid easement prior to the time such location was dedicated to or otherwise 
received or acquired by the County, the County shall be responsible for the 
Licensee's actual costs of relocating such Facilities pursuant to this 
Subsection B, including the cost of obtaining a new equivalent Easement for 
the Licensee if the County determines that no space is available in the Rights -
of-Way for the Licensee's Facilities. The County will not be responsible for 
the relocation costs if the Facilities were not installed in conformance with 
the applicable statutes, ordinances and codes in effect at the time of the 
Facilities' original construction. All other provisions of this Section shall 
apply to the Licensee's work in performing the relocation of any Facilit ie s 
covered by this Section.  

 
19. APPLICABLE LAW 

 
This Agreement is governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with 
the laws of Clark County, the State of Nevada, and any applicable federal laws.  
 

20. ENTIRE AGREEMENT 
 

The preparation, execution, and delivery of this Agreement by the Parties have 
been induced by no representations, statements, warranties or other agreements 
other than those expressed herein or set forth in all applicable provisions of Clark 
County Code Titles 5, 6, and 30, as amended from time to time. This Agreement 
embodies the entire understanding of the parties. There are no further or other 
agreements or understandings, written or oral, in effect between the parties 
relating to the subject matter of this Agreement unless such agreements or 
understandings are expressly referred to and incorporated therein.  
 

21. COUNTERPARTS 
 

This Agreement may be executed on one or more counterparts, each of which 
shall be regarded as an original and all of which shall constitute the same 
Agreement. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be 
legally executed in duplicate this 7th day of December, 2021. 

CLARK COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

By: 
MARILYN KIRKPATRICK, Chair 

ATTEST: 

LYNN MARIE GOYA, Clerk 

APPROVED AS TO FORM 
DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE 

BY:  SHERRY LY 
 Deputy District Attorney 

Bell Atlantic Mobile Systems LLC, d/b/a Verizon 
Wireless 
a Delaware Limited Liability Company 

By:  
Name: 
Title: 

ROSE
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Exhibit “A” 

Existing SLAs 

Site Name City Landlord Unique Site ID 
LSV_ANTOINETTE_1_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0424 
LSV_ANTOINETTE_2_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0425 
LSV_CAR-RENTAL_2_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #19-157 
LSV_CHEERLEADER_SC - B Las Vegas SLA #21-0267 
LSV_CORNERBACK_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0411 
LSV_FARGO_1_SC - A Las Vegas PW #19-14755 
LSV_FARGO_2_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 20-0550 
LSV_FARGO_2_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 20-0550 
LSV_FARGO_2_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 20-0550 
LSV_FIELD-GOAL_SC - D Las Vegas SLA #21-0357 
LSV_FULLBACK_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0412 
LSV_GALAHAD_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0212 
LSV_GUARD_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0413 
LSV_HALFBACK_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0414 
LSV_HULK_1_SC - E Las Vegas SLA #2100269 
LSV_HULK_2_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0359 
LSV_HULK_3_SC - D Las Vegas SLA #21-0360 
LSV_LINEBACKER_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0415 
LSV_MICK_1_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #19-396 
LSV_MICK_2_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0077 
LSV_MICK_3_SC - A Las Vegas PW #19-16012 
LSV_PENALTY_SC - C Las Vegas SLA #21-0346 
LSV_QUARTERBACK_SC - C Las Vegas SLA #21-0248 
LSV_SIR-ROBIN_SC - A Las Vegas SLA19-0109 
LSV_TACKLE_SC - E Las Vegas SLA #21-0133 
LSV_TOUCHDOWN_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0416 
LSV_TUSCANY_1_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0045 
LSV_TUSCANY_2_SC - A Las Vegas PW 19-15604 
LSV_TUSCANY_3_SC - A Las Vegas PW #19-15606 
LSV_WALKWAY_SC - D Las Vegas SLA #21-0258 
NV_LSV_BRUCE_001_SC - A Las Vegas SLA#20-0201 
NV_LSV_BRUCE_002_SC - E Las Vegas SLA# 21-0273 
NV_LSV_BRUCE_003_SC - B Las Vegas SLA# 20-0520 
NV_LSV_BRUCE_004_SC Las Vegas SLA# 21-0353 
NV_LSV_BRUCE_005_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 20-0203 
NV_LSV_BRUCE_006_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0010 
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NV_LSV_BRUCE_007_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 20-0227 
NV_LSV_BRUCE_008_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 20-0204 
NV_LSV_FESTIVAL_001_SC - B Las Vegas SLA# 21-0011 
NV_LSV_FESTIVAL_002_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0270 
NV_LSV_FESTIVAL_006_SC - B Las Vegas SLA# 21-0343 
NV_LSV_FESTIVAL_010_SC - B Las Vegas SLA# 20-0207 
NV_LSV_FESTIVAL_014_SC - C Las Vegas SLA# 21-0356 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGOBUFFALO_004_SC - E Las Vegas SLA #21-0293 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGOBUFFALO_006_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0503 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGOBUFFALO_010_SC - C Las Vegas SLA #20-0017 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGOBUFFALO_011_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0338 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGOBUFFALO_012_SC - E Las Vegas SLA #20-0505 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGOBUFFALO_013_SC - C Las Vegas SLA #20-0020 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGOBUFFALO_014_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0021 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGOBUFFALO_015_SC - D Las Vegas SLA #20-0507 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGOBUFFALO_016_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0508 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGOBUFFALO_017_SC - C Las Vegas SLA #21-0158 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGOBUFFALO_018_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0025 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGOBUFFALO_020_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0027 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGVIEW_001_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0328 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGVIEW_002_SC - B Las Vegas SLA #21-0329 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGVIEW_003_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0330 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGVIEW_005_SC - B Las Vegas SLA #21-0332 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGVIEW_006_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0333 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGVIEW_008_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-2034 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGVIEW_009_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-2036 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGVIEW_010_SC - D Las Vegas SLA #21-0037 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGVIEW_011_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-2037 
NV_LSV_FLAMINGVIEW_013_SC - C Las Vegas SLA #21-0340 
NV_LSV_LUGGAGE_010_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0226 
NV_LSV_LUGGAGE_011_SC - F Las Vegas SLA 321-0153 
NV_LSV_LUGGAGE_013_SC - F Las Vegas SLA #20-0043 
NV_LSV_LUGGAGE_014_SC - D Las Vegas SLA #20-0511 
NV_LSV_LUGGAGE_015_SC - E Las Vegas SLA #21-0154 
NV_LSV_LUGGAGE_016_SC - F Las Vegas SLA #21-0131 
NV_LSV_LUGGAGE_017_SC - B Las Vegas SLA #21-0155 
NV_LSV_LUGGAGE_019_SC - H Las Vegas SLA #21-0137 
NV_LSV_LUGGAGE_020_SC - E Las Vegas SLA #21-0313 
NV_LSV_LUGGAGE_022_SC - D Las Vegas SLA #20-2050 
NV_LSV_LUGGAGE_023_SC - C Las Vegas SLA #21-0157 
NV_LSV_MARRIOTT_002_SC - D Las Vegas SLA# 21-0295 
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NV_LSV_MARRIOTT_003_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0012 
NV_LSV_MARRIOTT_005_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0013 
NV_LSV_MARRIOTT_007_SC - C Las Vegas SLA# 21-0271 
NV_LSV_MARRIOTT_008_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0272 
NV_LSV_MARRIOTT_009_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0014 
NV_LSV_MARRIOTT_011_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0015 
NV_LSV_MARRIOTT_013_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 20-0521 
NV_LSV_MARRIOTT_014_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0016 
NV_LSV_MARRIOTT_015_SC - B Las Vegas SLA # 21-0296 
NV_LSV_MARRIOTT_016_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0017 
NV_LSV_RENO_001_SC - B Las Vegas SLA #21-0160 
NV_LSV_RENO_002_SC - B Las Vegas SLA #21-0161 
NV_LSV_RENO_003_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0259 
NV_LSV_RENO_004_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0260 
NV_LSV_RENO_005_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0261 
NV_LSV_RENO_006_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0262 
NV_LSV_RENO_008_SC - B Las Vegas SLA #21-0263 
NV_LSV_RENO_009_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0264 
NV_LSV_RENO_010_SC - C Las Vegas SLA #21-0265 
NV_LSV_RENO_011_SC - C Las Vegas SLA #21-0266 
NV_LSV_RIO_003_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 20-0522 
NV_LSV_RIO_012_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 20-0244 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_001_SC - E Las Vegas SLA  #21-0046 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_002_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0512 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_003_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0373 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_004_SC Las Vegas SLA #21-0344 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_005_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0514 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_006_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0515 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_007_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0516 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_008_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0517 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_009_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0361 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_010_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0362 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_011_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0363 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_012_SC - D Las Vegas SLA #20-0543 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_013_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0364 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_014_SC - C Las Vegas SLA #21-0365 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_015_SC - B Las Vegas SLA #21-0247 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_016_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0366 
NV_LSV_ROCHELLE_017_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0367 
NV_LSV_SPANISHTRAILS_001_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0524 
NV_LSV_SPANISHTRAILS_003_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0368 
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NV_LSV_SPANISHTRAILS_006_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0369 
NV_LSV_SPANISHTRAILS_007_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0527 
NV_LSV_SPANISHTRAILS_008_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0528 
NV_LSV_SPANISHTRAILS_009_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0529 
NV_LSV_SPANISHTRAILS_010_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0371 
NV_LSV_SPANISHTRAILS_011_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0537 
NV_LSV_SPANISHTRAILS_012_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0231 
NV_LSV_SPANISHTRAILS_015_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0374 
NV_LSV_SPANISHTRAILS_017_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0532 
NV_LSV_SPANISHTRAILS_018_SC - A Las Vegas SLA  #21-0234 
NV_LSV_SPANISHTRAILS_019_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0235 
NV_LSV_SPANISHTRAILS_020_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #20-0533 
NV_LSV_SPRINGMOUNTAIN_001_SC - C Las Vegas SLA #20-0518 
NV_LSV_SPRINGMOUNTAIN_002_SC - B Las Vegas SLA #20-0519 
NV_LSV_SPRINGMOUNTAIN_003_SC - C Las Vegas SLA #21-0144 
NV_LSV_SPRINGMOUNTAIN_004_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0280 
NV_LSV_SPRINGMOUNTAIN_005_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0370 
NV_LSV_SPRINGMOUNTAIN_006_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0047 
NV_LSV_SPRINGMOUNTAIN_007_SC - C Las Vegas SLA #21-0130 
NV_LSV_SUNRISEGARDENS_002_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 20-0548 
NV_LSV_SUNRISEGARDENS_003_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0002 
NV_LSV_SUNRISEGARDENS_004_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0003 
NV_LSV_SUNRISEGARDENS_005_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 20-0549 
NV_LSV_SUNRISEGARDENS_006_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0004 
NV_LSV_SUNRISEGARDENS_007_SC - D Las Vegas SLA# 20-0523 
NV_LSV_SUNRISEGARDENS_008_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0005 
NV_LSV_SUNRISEGARDENS_009_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 21-0006 
NV_LSV_WELLS_010_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0318 
NV_LSV_WFLAMINGO_001_SC - B Las Vegas SLA# 20-0111 
NV_LSV_WFLAMINGO_002_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 20-0112 
NV_LSV_WFLAMINGO_003_SC - F Las Vegas SLA# 20-0200 
NV_LSV_WFLAMINGO_004_SC - A Las Vegas SLA# 20-0113 
NV_LSV_WFLAMINGO_005_SC - B Las Vegas SLA# 20-0114 
NV_LSV_WSAHARA_004_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0145 
NV_LSV_WSAHARA_006_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0146 
NV_LSV_WSAHARA_010_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0147 
NV_LSV_WSAHARA_012_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0242 
NV_LSV_WSAHARA_015_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0148 
NV_LSV_WSAHARA_016_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0243 
NV_LSV_WSAHARA_017_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0244 
NV_LSV_WSAHARA_018_SC - B Las Vegas SLA #21-0538 
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NV_LSV_WSAHARA_019_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0149 
NV_LSV_WSAHARA_020_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0245 
NV_LSV_WSAHARA_021_SC - D Las Vegas SLA #20-0539 
NV_LSV_WSAHARA_022_SC - C Las Vegas SLA #21-0150 
NV_LSV_WSAHARA_023_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0246 
NV_LSV_WSAHARA_024_SC - A Las Vegas SLA #21-0151 


